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A B S T R A C T

The tangential contact stiffness is an important parameter used in non-linear dynamic analyses
of jointed structures since it can strongly affect the prediction of resonance frequencies. Many
experimental techniques are available for contact stiffness estimations, but the reliability of such
estimations remains unknown due to a lack of comparative studies. This paper proposes a com-
parative study of contact stiffness measurements obtained with two experimental techniques:
hysteresis loop measurements and Frequency Based Substructuring (FBS). Hysteresis loops are
traditionally measured with dedicated friction test rigs to provide, amongst others, contact
stiffness estimations through local interface measurements. The assumption with hysteresis
measurements is that the measured parameters are independent of the dynamics of the test rig
and can therefore be used as input for analyses of other structures, as long as loading conditions
and contact interfaces are comparable. An alternative approach to identify the contact stiffness
is FBS, which uses information from the overall system dynamics. FBS has the advantage that
it can be applied to any structure, without the need of building ad-hoc test rigs, consequently
giving a structure-specific information. Despite this advantage over hysteresis measurements, it
is as of yet not well understood how accurately FBS can extract contact stiffness values. This
paper presents FBS measurements and hysteresis loop measurements performed simultaneously
on the same contact interface of a traditional high-frequency friction rig during vibration, thus
enabling a cross-validation of the results of both techniques. This novel comparison validates
FBS approaches against local hysteresis measurements and shows the strengths and limitations
of both experimental methods, making it possible to improve the current understanding of the
contact stiffness of jointed structures.

. Introduction

Complex engineering assemblies such as turbo-machinery and automobiles employ thousands of joints that connect components
ogether. Although these joints show in most cases linear behavior, they can introduce non-linearities due to frictional contacts
hen vibrations exceed certain limits [1]. These frictional contacts introduce flexibility and damping due to energy dissipation and

onsequently have a strong influence on the structural dynamic response, which, if not accurately predicted, may lead to unwanted
ibrations with risks of high cycle fatigue failures. Thus, the accurate modeling of frictional contacts is of utmost importance to
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obtain reliable simulations, needed to optimize designs and predict the life of components. However, modeling the friction behavior
of such contacts is a challenging task since the underlying physics is not yet fully understood. As a current work around, several
experimental techniques are available to obtain friction information on the contact interfaces during vibration. However, they all
have their inherent limitations that prevent the full understanding of the underlying physics.

A common practice to describe frictional contacts is by means of hysteresis loop measurements [2]. Hysteresis loops are load–
eflection curves between two sliding components and can provide information on friction coefficient, tangential contact stiffness
nd dissipated energy, which are used to replicate the frictional behavior. To obtain hysteresis loops for non-linear dynamic analysis,
igh-frequency friction rigs [2–8] are needed to measure the relative displacement and the transmitted friction force between two
ontacting interfaces. The relative displacement can be determined by using contactless sensors, e.g. Laser-Doppler Vibrometers
LDVs) [3,4,9] or high-speed cameras with Digital Image Correlation (DIC) [7,10–14]. These methods cannot determine the relative
isplacement directly at the contact interface, due to its inaccessibility, but only provide information from the edges of the contacting
omponents. Care should be taken to perform measurements as close as possible to the interface to obtain information mainly from
he interface, thus minimizing the bulk material influence. The measurement of hysteresis loops also requires the determination of
he friction force, which can be measured with purposely designed friction rigs. The requirement of friction rigs limits the types of
oints that can be investigated, although a potential advantage is that these rigs provide input data that can generally be applied
o all types of explicitly modeled non-linear systems. However, this is only valid under the assumption that the measured contact
arameters are independent of the dynamics of both friction rig and studied system, while depend only on the type of joint, material
airing, and loading conditions, such as normal load and excitation force.

Other techniques that obtain information from the contact interface include ultrasound measurements [15–19] and optical
easurements [20–22]. Both techniques allow direct access to the interface and, hence, more direct measurements. Unfortunately,

he interpretation of the data is still very challenging due to a lack of understanding of how the small amplitude interface data can
e related to real large-scale joints. Furthermore, the optical methods require transparent materials, which are not commonly used
n engineering applications.

The above experimental techniques obtain information on the contact stiffness with local contact measurements. However,
nformation on the contact stiffness can also be obtained with global dynamic forced response measurements. In the most basic way,
ontact parameters of a numerical model can be tuned to match predicted and measured Frequency Response Functions (FRFs). For
xample, Ahmadian et al. [23] modeled the joint as a combination of non-linear and linear springs and a viscous damper and tuned
hese parameters to match the experimental FRF. In other studies [24], the bolt stiffness and contact stiffness were modeled as thin
ayer elements and their values tuned to match the experimental FRF. This approach normally focuses on the most relevant resonant
requencies and implies that a fully assembled test structure is available.

An alternative technique that uses information from the overall system dynamics to identify the flexibility at the joint is Dynamic
ubstructuring (DS). DS includes several versatile and promising approaches to extract system information from measured data. A
hort overview of the history of DS in given e.g. in [25]. The principle of DS is that it decomposes the assembly into several parts,
o-called substructures, which are easier to analyze and are then combined, in a so-called coupling procedure, to give information
n the dynamic behavior of the assembly [25,26]. DS can be applied in different domains [26], but for vibration analysis the
requency domain is the most convenient, since frequency response functions (FRFs) can be easily measured and the methods for
ost-processing are relatively simple to implement. Furthermore, numerically and experimentally obtained data can be combined
hybrid approaches) making it possible to obtain information on degrees of freedom (DoFs) where measurements are difficult
o perform. The use of FRFs to characterize component’s properties by decomposing and coupling systems has been developed
ver years. One of the first attempts was made by Crowley et al. in the 1980s, who proposed a method called SMURF (structural
odification using experimental frequency response functions) [27]. A few of years later the Frequency Based Substructuring (FBS)
ethod gained popularity with the study of Jetmundsen et al. [28].

In the context of contact parameter estimation, it is assumed that the difference between the parts merged at their interfaces and
he jointed assembly arises only due to the presence of the joints that combine the parts into the assembly. Thus, if the dynamic
ehaviors of the assembly and its parts are known, the joint properties can be identified without the need of directly accessing
he interface via a so-called decoupling. Nowadays, FBS decoupling for the purpose of joint identification has attracted quite some
ttention due to its potential ease of use in real structures, although it is sensitive to measurement noise. FBS can identify only
inear joints, due to its nature. However, a study from [29] needs to be mentioned that has made a first attempt to identify
on-linear joints by using time dependent FRFs. In this study here, the focus lies on linear joints. A short summary of previous
tudies is given in the following. Häußler et al. [30] determined dynamic stiffness values of rubber isolators that connected two
tiff crosses, via two different FBS approaches: Primal Decoupling and Inverse Substructuring [31]. They compared the results to
easurements on a hydraulic testing machine and found good agreements with the axial and radial stiffness values from Primal
ecoupling. They also showed that the standard Inverse Substructuring approach and its underlying assumptions did not work for

heir structure, and proposed two extensions to compensate for these assumptions and adapt Inverse Substructuring to more general
oint cases. El Mahmoudi et al. [32] summarized approaches on how connection elements (interface compliance) can be included
n FBS, with applications to rubber bushings of a vehicle. Other studies used FBS approaches to determine contact parameters of
ointed connections. Tol et al. [33] investigated bolted beam structures to determine joint properties by means of a decoupling. Their
roposed approach leads to four equations using different sets of measured data. The most practical of these equations is that they
o not need information on the interface in the assembly configuration. Because the results are affected by numeric instabilities,
hey proposed in [34] an optimization algorithm that uses a selected and averaged set of the results of the decoupling approach as
2

nitial values. The optimization algorithm follows the idea of model updating by minimizing the difference between a measured and
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regenerated FRF. A combination of measured assembly data (for joint observation), updated numerical models, and optimization
algorithm is used in a method proposed by Klaassen et al. [35], called System Equivalent Model Mixing (SEMM), to determine joint
properties without the need of measuring DoFs at the interface. The performance and difficulties of SEMM were shown in [36].

The obtained stiffness values in the mentioned studies were mostly validated indirectly, by comparing predicted and measured
RFs. Instead, in this paper, the investigated FBS methods are validated against local contact stiffness measurements. This has
een achieved by applying FBS techniques to a traditional friction test rig that measures hysteresis loops. FBS measurements were
erformed simultaneously with hysteresis measurements, on the same contact interface during vibration, thus making a cross-
alidation of both techniques possible. This novel comparison has not been attempted before to the best of the authors’ knowledge.
nother goal of this study is to understand how the vibration behavior of jointed structures is related to their contact properties. The
btained parameters from hysteresis loops might be clouded by the friction rig’s own dynamics, while FBS decoupling approaches can
heoretically eliminate the structure’s properties such that only properties of the joint remain. To account for the known difficulties
n terms of measurement noise, four different FBS approaches were conducted, namely three decoupling approaches and the Inverse
ubstructuring approach, and their results compared. The method that gave the cleanest results is presented in the following sections,
hile the other approaches are described in the Appendix A.

. Frequency based dynamic substructuring to study the contact interface

In this study, Frequency Based Substructuring (FBS) is used to determine the contact stiffness of the contacting specimens in
friction rig under fully stuck condition. A fully stuck condition is investigated since FBS assumes linear(ized) and time-invariant

tructures that are in steady-state and, therefore, can only determine linear(ized) joints.
This section provides a relatively short overview of the FBS theory to provide the reader with enough background information

o facilitate the interpretation of the experimental findings. For more detailed information, the reader is referred to the vast amount
f available literature, e.g. [37]. In FBS, it is convenient to make a distinction between joint and interface. The joint is a source of
ynamics and can have mass, stiffness and damping while the interface is a set of DoFs between which the joint acts.

FBS describes a system by means of its parts. In the context of contact parameter estimation, it is assumed that the difference
etween the parts merged at their interfaces and the jointed assembly is caused by the joints that combine the parts into the assembly.
his is true in an ideal world. In reality, measurement noise and other errors, such as errors in the location of sensors and actors,
ake it difficult to apply this approach with high accuracy. This has led to the development of a series of different approaches,
hose reliability also depend on the joint-type and structure. Often, it is not known beforehand which technique works the best

or the investigated joint and, thus, comparative studies are conducted. In this study, four different approaches were investigated
ut only the approach that provided the best contact stiffness estimations is described, while the others are summarized in the
ppendix A.

To explain the theory of the used method, an example assembly AJB is used that consists of the substructures A and B, and the
oint J. Furthermore, the ideas are visualized in Fig. 1. The dynamic behavior of any structure S can be described by its admittance
atrix 𝒀 (𝑆), also called dynamic flexibility matrix. 𝒀 (𝑆) contains the frequency response functions (FRFs) of its structure, which can

be obtained experimentally, e.g. through impact tests. In its basic form, FBS assumes that if the 𝒀 (𝑆) matrices of the parts A and
are known, the dynamic properties 𝒀 (𝐴𝐽𝐵) of the assembly AJB can be determined via a so-called coupling procedure, where a

pring–damper system between the substructures accounts for contact compliance and models the joint J, see Fig. 1a. This leads to
he so-called compliance coupling Eq. (1).

�̃� (𝐴𝐽𝐵)(𝜔) = 𝒀 (𝝎) − 𝒀 (𝜔)𝑩𝑇
(

𝑩𝒀 (𝜔)𝑩𝑇 + 𝒀 (𝐽 )(𝜔)
)−1

𝑩𝒀 (𝜔) (1)

The tilde symbol in �̃� (𝐴𝐽𝐵) means that the assembly was derived via an equation, instead 𝒀 (𝐴𝐽𝐵) contains measured data from the
assembly. The matrix 𝒀 contains the admittance matrices of the substructures, 𝒀 (𝐴) and 𝒀 (𝐵), in block diagonal form. The derivation
of Eq. (1) is based on (i) a weakened compatibility condition due to the spring–damper system, and (ii) a force equilibrium. The
former is expressed by 𝑩𝒖 = 𝛥𝒖 = 𝒖(𝐴)𝑐 −𝒖(𝐵)𝑐 , where 𝑩 is a signed Boolean matrix that couples the DoFs and 𝒖(𝑆)𝑐 are the displacements
f the interface DoFs. The weakened compatibility condition introduces a gap between the interface DoFs, which itself introduces
orces in the joint. This can be expressed by 𝜟𝒖 = 𝒀 (𝐽 )(𝜔)𝝀, where 𝝀 are the forces between the coupled DoFs on each side of

the interface. These forces satisfy action–reaction. This means the forces on each side of the interface are equal in magnitude and
opposite in sign. Consequently, the joint must be mass-less since a mass in the joint could introduce a difference of forces between
DoFs of a link. This is an important property since it limits the type of joints that can be investigated. It is important to note
that Eq. (1) stores the interface DoFs and thus the joint information multiple times. A detailed derivation of Eq. (1) can be found
e.g. in [32]. For clarity, the frequency dependency is omitted in what follows.

The matrix of interest in this study is the inverse of 𝒀 (𝐽 ), which represents the interface compliance as a mass-less joint with
contact stiffness 𝑲 (𝐽 ) and damping 𝑪 (𝐽 ):

(

𝒀 (𝐽 )
)−1

= 𝒁(𝐽 ) = 𝑖𝜔𝑪 (𝐽 ) +𝑲 (𝐽 ) (2)

Here, only the stiffness values are of interest and thus, only the real part of 𝒁(𝐽 ) is investigated: 𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑙(𝒁(𝐽 )) = 𝑲 (𝐽 ). Some properties
of 𝑲 (𝐽 ) are: (i) it is a square matrix with the size of number of couplings between interface DoFs, (ii) it can be frequency dependent,
(iii) it is a diagonal matrix in case the compliance is only coupling pairs of nodes across the interface and cross-coupling between
the different DoFs is neglected.
3
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Fig. 1. Visualization of compliance coupling and decoupling: The assembly AJB consists of two substructures A and B and the joint J. The black dots represent
nternal DoFs 𝑖, and the red dots the interface DoFs 𝑐 between which the joint acts. (a) Compliance coupling: The two substructures are coupled with a flexible

joint, indicating a ‘‘weak interface’’, e.g. the joint consists of springs and dampers and is assumed to be massless. In this figure only DoFs across the interface
are coupled and cross-coupling is neglected leading to diagonal 𝒁 (𝐽 ) and 𝒀 (𝐽 ), which means that the spring–damper systems act in parallel. (b) Decoupling
pproaches can be used to identify the properties of the joint by eliminating the dynamics of the substructures from the assembly’s dynamics. The resulting
atrix is generally a full matrix.

The compliance coupling can be seen as basis for the decoupling approaches. Decoupling approaches directly give frequency
ependent information of the joint. The idea is that when the 𝒀 (𝑆) of the assembly and the substructures are known, any differences
re due to the joint, see Fig. 1b. In other words, when the contributions of the individual substructures on the assembly response are
emoved, only the property of the joint remains. The idea is simple but the pitfall with decoupling is that it is extremely sensitive to
easurement errors and noise [38]. Researchers have developed different algorithms to address this problem. In this study, three
ecoupling approaches were investigated but only the approach that provided the best contact stiffness estimation is presented
ere. Results of the other two investigated decoupling approaches and an approach called Inverse Substructuring are presented in the
ppendix A.

The approach used here was proposed by Tol et al. [34] and is based on a rearranging of Eq. (1) to determine 𝒀 (𝐽 ), resulting
n a set of four equations. The most suitable equation of this set, regarding the conducted measurements, was used in this study as
q. (3). Because Eq. (3) is derived from Eq. (1), which assumes a mass-less joint, this assumption also applies here. Furthermore,
t is to be noted that this approach does not compress the joint information because each equation of these four investigates only a
ub-matrix of 𝒀 (𝐴𝐽𝐵) that contains the joint information only once.

𝒀 (𝐽 ) = 𝒀 (𝐴)
𝑐,𝑖

(

𝒀 (𝐴𝐽𝐵)
𝑖(𝐵) ,𝑖(𝐴)

)−1
𝒀 (𝐵)

𝑖,𝑐 − 𝒀 (𝐴)
𝑐,𝑐 − 𝒀 (𝐵)

𝑐,𝑐 (3)

This approach uses additional internal DoFs, denoted with the subscript 𝑖, from assembly and substructures, which can be much
ore easily measured than interface DoFs and give in general FRFs of better quality. In Eq. (3) the number of internal DoFs within

oth substructures is the same. Furthermore, there is no limitation on the number of internal DoFs and it can be used with only one
nternal DoF per substructure. In order to obtain the frequency dependent contact stiffness matrix 𝑲 (𝐽 ) from 𝒀 (𝐽 ), the latter matrix
eeds to be inverted and its real part determined.

In what follows, Eq. (3) is referred to as decoupling interface and internal DoFs to highlight that the joint properties are obtained
rom interface and internal admittances. The advantage of Eq. (3) is that it does not require information about the interface in the
ssembly, which can be difficult, if not impossible to determine experimentally. However, data on the interface in the disassembled
tate is needed. Since the investigated interface is too small for conducting measurement, a Virtual Point Transformation (VPT) [26]
s used as a solution, which is described in more detail in Section 3.2.

. Experimental methods

For this study, FBS measurements were performed on a friction rig that is normally used to measure hysteresis loops for non-linear
ynamic analysis. Both FBS and hysteresis measurements were used simultaneously to extract tangential contact stiffness values.
4

his section describes the friction rig and the FBS experimental set-up together with the experimental plan.
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3.1. Description of the friction rig and hysteresis loop

The friction rig of this study is sketched in Fig. 2a and described more in detail in [9]. The rig generates an oscillating motion
etween two specimens with a nominally flat contact interface. At the same time, the relative displacement of the specimens and
he transmitted friction force are measured simultaneously to provide hysteresis loops.

For the FBS study, the friction rig has been split into the two substructures, A and B, each consisting of several parts. Substructure
(blue colored in Fig. 2a) contains the moving parts of the rig, and substructure B (gray colored in Fig. 2a) the static parts.

ubstructure A consists of the moving arm that holds one specimen, and a moving inertia mass that is grounded via two leaf-springs,
hich enable a horizontal movement during excitation. Arm and mass are connected via a knife-edge that ensures that a normal

oad can be applied to the contact interface without any moment generated by bending of the arm and enables the transmission of
he excitation force 𝐹𝑒𝑥 from the inertia mass to the arm. The knife edge is connected to the moving arm via 12 springs that pre-load

the knife edge with 400 N normal force, which is considered large enough to minimize the edge stiffness non-linearity potentially
induced during vibration loading and unloading cycles, such that it can be assumed as a linear joint. Substructure A is excited by
an electrodynamic shaker (DataPhysics V20) that is attached to the moving mass via a stinger. The stinger assures that the moving
mass is excited only horizontally. Substructure B consists of a static arm that holds the second specimen. Substructure B is assumed
to be rigid and is grounded via three load cells that measure the friction force 𝑇 , which is transmitted through the contact interface
of the specimens. Each specimen is fixed in a clamp via tightening screws. The specimens are cylindrical and have a flat contact
interface arranged crosswise as shown in Fig. 2b. They are named specimen A and specimen B in line with the substructure they are
attached to. A pneumatic actuator assures a continuous contact between the specimens by applying a predefined constant normal
load 𝑁 . The load is transmitted through a push rod from the actuator to the specimens. A second push rod below the static arm
avoids large bending motions of the arms and transmits the normal load to the ground.

To measure a hysteresis loop with the rig, the shaker excites substructure A with a harmonic oscillation, leading to a relative
motion between the specimens A and B. Either 𝐹𝑒𝑥 or the relative motion of the specimens, 𝛥𝑥, can be controlled during the
excitation. Two single point Laser-Doppler-Vibrometers (LDVs) are focused on the two specimens close to the contact interface
(less than 1 mm away as in Fig. 2c) and measure the tangential relative motion. Such a close position to the contact provides
accurate displacement measurements without large influences from the bulk material deformation. The LDVs (Polytec OFV-503)
record velocity data (velocity decoder) that is integrated in the time domain using trapezoidal integration to obtain the relative
displacement 𝛥𝑥 = 𝑥𝐴 − 𝑥𝐵 . The three load cells measure the 𝑇 that is transmitted at the contact. The sum of their signals gives the
ull transmitted force. Plotting 𝑇 against 𝛥𝑥 results in a hysteresis loop. An example is shown in Fig. 3.

A typical hysteresis loop with gross slip shows three distinct stages: ( 1⃝ – 2⃝, 4⃝ – 5⃝) stick regime, ( 2⃝ – 3⃝, 5⃝ – 6⃝) microslip
nd ( 3⃝ – 4⃝, 6⃝ – 1⃝) gross slip. In the stick regime, 𝛥𝑥 originates fully from the elastic deformation of the asperities at the contact
nterface resulting in a linear dependency between 𝑇 and 𝛥𝑥. This relationship is described via the tangential contact stiffness 𝑘𝑇 .

As 𝑇 increases, some of the contacting asperities start to slide while others are still sticking. This phase is called microslip. When
all asperities in contact start to slide, the gross slip state is reached, and 𝑇 becomes equal to the friction limit μ𝑁 , where μ is the
friction coefficient and 𝑁 is the normal load. The area within the loop represents the dissipated energy during one cycle and is
esponsible for the friction damping of the structure. If gross slip occurs, another stiffness can be extracted from the hysteresis loop:
he equivalent stiffness 𝑘𝑒𝑞 which is the average slope of the full hysteresis loop as sketched in Fig. 3. 𝑘𝑒𝑞 describes the non-linear
ysteresis loop by a linear function, leading to an average stiffness that the assembled structure experiences during vibration [9].
hen hysteresis loops are in a fully stuck condition, i.e. no slip occurs, 𝑘𝑇 and 𝑘𝑒𝑞 coincide. Although hysteresis loops are a function

f 𝑇 and 𝛥𝑥, the different stages are dependent on the ratio of 𝑁 and 𝐹𝑒𝑥, which are the variables to be controlled in measurements.
lease note that 𝐹𝑒𝑥 is linked to 𝑇 via the structure’s properties, thus they are not identical but 𝐹𝑒𝑥 has a strong influence on 𝑇 .

As previously mentioned, FBS assumes linear(ized) and time-invariant structures which are in a steady-state. Thus, in this study,
nly hysteresis loops that are in a fully stuck condition (and thus show linear behavior) are investigated, with the goal of determining
he tangential contact stiffness 𝑘𝑇 of the contact.

For the interpretation of the measurements in this study, the first eigenmode of the rig is of importance. This mode is mainly
haracterized by a horizontal movement of the rig, which corresponds to the sliding direction of the specimens. Previous studies
n the rig [9,39] showed that the mode’s natural frequency changes when the 𝑁 and 𝐹𝑒𝑥 is changed. When the interface is in fully
tuck condition the first eigenfrequency of the rig is at 208 Hz. Once gross slip initiates, this eigenfrequency decreases (as far as to
0 Hz) due to a softening of the joint. This behavior shows that the first eigenfrequency is strongly influenced by the properties of
he joint and thus, can give important information on contact properties, e.g. such as if the interface is in fully stick condition.

.2. Dynamic substructuring measurements

A test campaign using single impacts was conducted to investigate the FBS approach. This campaign included measurements
n the assembly as well as on both uncoupled substructures. During these measurements the shaker was detached from the
ubstructure A. The measurements on the assembly were conducted while applying a high normal load of 300 N, which could
ot be applied when measuring the uncoupled substructures, and a impact force for the hammer 𝐹𝑖𝑚𝑝 of 50 N, which was kept the
ame for the whole impact test campaign. The low ratio of 𝐹𝑖𝑚𝑝 to 𝑁 made it possible to be in a linear, fully stuck condition at the
nterface. To measure the admittance of the uncoupled substructures, substructure A’s arm needed to be supported since it could not
est on the lower arm B. For that, a vinyl-wire (diameter of 1 mm) was used as seen in Fig. 4b. When substructure A was measured,
5

pecimen B was removed to avoid contact between the two specimens and vice-versa.
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Fig. 2. Friction rig (of Imperial College London) used for this study: (a) schematic figure of the friction rig (b) specimen arrangement for the flat-on-flat contact
(c) specimens’ contact close view with laser points.

Fig. 3. (a) Typical hysteresis loop with (b) corresponding time signals. From the loop two different types of stiffness can be extracted: The tangential contact
stiffness 𝑘𝑇 , which is the slope of the stick regime, and the equivalent contact stiffness 𝑘𝑒𝑞 , which is the average slope of the full hysteresis loop when gross
slip occurs.

Due to the inaccessibility of the interface of the specimens to conduct impacts or response measurements, a virtual point
transformation (VPT) [26] with two matching virtual points (VPs) was used. The VPT is a reduction process that transforms the
measured data from certain locations into one or more VPs chosen by the user positioned in another location, usually close to
inaccessible measurement points. The reduction process is performed by using a transformation matrix that contains assumed
6
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Fig. 4. Photos of measurement set-up and measurement positions: (a) Measurement set-up with 3D scanning vibrometer. The front sides of the friction rig’s
arms are red circled. (b) Measuring admittances of uncoupled substructures: A vinyl-wire was used to hold the arm of substructure A and avoid contact between
the two specimens. (c), (d) Measurement locations on front and side views of the friction rig. The responses were measured on the retro-reflective tape and
their positions are marked with 3-dim arrows. The impact locations are marked as black dots in the view planes and arrows in the vertical plane. The black
crossed out response locations on substructure A was not used for the VPT due to noise pollution. The blue colored response location marks the internal DoF of
substructure B that was not used for the VPT. Additionally the position of the VPs is visualized. (e) Close view knife edge with internal impact DoFs in the two
spatial directions 𝑥 and y, marked as blue arrows. The third internal DoF (z-direction) was conducted on the backside of the moving mass, close to the shaker
attachment point and is not visualized here.

deformation shapes of the interface region. In this study, the position of the VPs has been chosen such that they sit on the interface of
the two specimens and have the same coordinates. However, their motion is described from different data sets. Only data measured
on the substructure A, whether obtained from the part alone or from the assembly configuration, were transformed onto VP A and
only data obtained from substructure B (either individual part or assembly) were transformed onto VP B. In this way, the two VPs
can still have a relative motion, which results in a finite contact stiffness.

The VPT requires an overdetermined system and Van Der Seijs [26] suggested measuring, for each VP, the three-dimensional
translational response at a minimum of three locations and conducting at least three impacts per spatial direction x, 𝑦 and, z
sufficiently close to the interface. In this study, responses were measured on four different locations to provide more data for post-
processing but only three locations were used for the VPT. One response location (black crossed out in Fig. 4c) on substructure A
was not used for the VPT since the data was too noise polluted and one response location (blue colored 3-dim arrow in Fig. 4c)
on substructure B was used as internal DoF and thus also not used for the VPT. Impacts were performed on 9 different positions
per substructure as shown in Fig. 4 and described in Table 1. Additionally, three impacts on internal DoFs were conducted on
Substructure A. All measurement positions were maintained in the same locations on the individual substructures and the assembly
to minimize bias errors. The vibration measurements were performed with a 3D Scanning Laser Doppler Vibrometer (3D SLDV) from
Polytec (PSV-500-3D-HV-Xtra) capable of measuring responses simultaneously in all three spatial directions per measurement point.
A reflective tape was used to improve the signal quality. The LDV measurement has the advantage of being contactless, eliminating
additional mass loading due to the sensors. Furthermore, the LDV allows a precise determination of the measurement location,
while for other sensors, such as accelerometers, the true location of the sensing is somewhere within its housing, which is a serious
uncertainty when applying a VPT. However, measuring with LDVs comes with the challenge of maintaining the same measurement
position for the assembly and then for the individual substructures, while accelerometers do not present this shortcoming since
they can be glued to the structures, thus being in the same position for all measurements. In addition, the positions of the three
laser beams needed to be calibrated for each structure separately to obtain accurate results and reduce measurement noise. All
measurement conditions and equipment are listed in Table 1. Fig. 4 shows the measurement set-up and measurement positions.
7
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Table 1
Measurement conditions and equipment.

Measurement equipment 3D Scanning Laser Doppler Vibrometer by Polytec (PSV-500-3D-HV-Xtra) with acquisition system (decoder DV-08).

Excitation source Automatic hammer AMImpact [40], to increase repeatability of impact strength and impact position. The impact force was
chosen to be 50 N.

Normal load 300 N, close to the maximum achievable normal load to assure a stick condition.

Resolution Highest possible time resolution that could be handled with the acquisition system to catch peak of impact and to assure
best possible repeatability. Frequency resolution 0.5 Hz.

Impact positions 9 per substructure A and B, including 3 per spatial direction x, y, z around the contact interface to obtain an
over-determined system for the VPT. Care was taken to excite all 6 DoFs of the VP. Additional 3 impacts on substructure
A used as internal DoFs.

Averaging Needed to reduce measurement noise. After transferring the time data to the frequency domain and eliminating poor
quality data (noise polluted, double impacts) 5–8 impacts per response location remained for averaging.

Response locations Four per substructure A and B to get an overdetermined system. Each response location includes information on x, y, and,
z-direction.

Cardboard enclosure Needed to protect the rig from the environmental lights to improve the signal of the range finder laser that is used for the
calibration of the laser beams. The accuracy of the calibration has a very high influence on the quality of the
measurement results. The responses itself are measured with non-visible infrared lasers.

Signal processing:
The acquisition system of the PSV-500-3D-HV-Xtra was used to record and store time-data, which were then used for further

rocessing. In total, the time signals (2 s each) of 2016 impacts were measured. A rectangular window was applied to all force
ignals (impulse) and an exponential window to the response signals (decaying signal) to minimize leakage [41]. A Fast Fourier
ransformation (FFT) was applied to the windowed time data to obtain the frequency information. Noise polluted or double impact
ata was removed at this stage. Afterwards, the cross-power spectrum and auto-power spectrum were calculated and a minimum of
impacts averaged to reduce measurement noise. From the resulting data set, Frequency Response Functions (FRFs) were calculated

ia H1-estimator [41]. Only data up to 2000 Hz was considered at this stage since this frequency range could be excited properly
y the used vinyl hammer tip. This frequency range was chosen by looking at the input power spectrum and considering only data
efore a drop of −6 dB. The obtained FRFs were then used for post-processing.

ost-processing:
As previously mentioned, a VPT was used to represent the interface motion without measuring it directly. The VPT is a reduction

rocess that transforms the measured data onto the VPs with the use of a transformation matrix that includes possible Interface
eformation Modes (IDMs). Each VP has as many DoFs as IDMs are used for the transformation, e.g. 2 IDMs lead to 2 DoFs per VP.
he IDMs describe the possible (reduced) motion of the joint. It is important to accurately identify which IDMs are needed, and how
any, to describe the joint in the best way. A complex mode indicator function (CMIF), based on a Singular Value Decomposition

SVD), of the measurement data was performed to gain important information on the number and possibly motions of the significant
DMs. The Appendix B describes this procedure in more detail. In this study, three different sets of IDMs are compared to show their
nfluence on the results. The comparison of the IDMs can also help to identify if possible discrepancies in the extracted contact
tiffness values are an IDM issue or a FBS approach issue. If only one IDM case leads to significant different results, it is likely due
o an IDM issue, e.g. insufficient description of the joint. Based on the CMIF, only rigid body modes were used as IDMs and thus, it
as assumed that the joint behaves rigidly. The investigated IDMs are the following:

• 2 IDMs: The CMIF study in the Appendix B suggests 2 IDMs as a minimum number of DoFs to describe the joint. Here, two
translation modes (horizontal and vertical) were chosen since they were extracted from the singular vectors of the CMIF and
assumed to best describe the first eigenmode of the friction rig, which is a combination of a movement in horizontal direction
and bending/rotation of the arms.

• 4 IDMs: Two translations (horizontal and vertical) and two rotations (around the lateral and vertical axis, see Fig. 2a for
specification).

• 6 IDMs that give the full set of rigid body modes (i.e. three translations and three rotations).

or each IDM case, contact stiffness values were extracted from the dynamic stiffness matrix of the joint 𝒁(𝐽 ). The real part of 𝒁(𝐽 )

epresents only the stiffness 𝑲 (𝐽 ), see Eq. (2), since the joint is assumed to be massless as it is realized only by contact of parts that
re fully included in the two substructures without any additional parts, e.g. screws or rubber mounts. Each diagonal element of
(𝐽 ) contains the stiffness between a pair of coupled DoFs across the interface. Here, the DoFs that represent the stiffness in the

-direction (i.e. horizontal motion), 𝑘(𝐽 )𝑧 , correspond to the tangential contact stiffness.
Despite a measured frequency range up to 2000 Hz, data only up to 800 Hz is included in the analysis because the range

bove 800 Hz is affected by a coupling of the substructures through the leaf springs. The leaf springs connect the moving mass
8

f substructure A to the ground, to which also the force transducers of substructure B are connected (see Fig. 2a). Investigations
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showed that, below 800 Hz, the transmission of signals through the leaf springs is negligible while, above 800 Hz, results of FBS
approaches might be affected by a back-coupling of signals through the leaf springs. Since the decoupling methods described in this
paper assume that the substructures A and B are uncoupled if the joint under investigation is not present, the frequencies above
800 Hz were not used for stiffness value extraction. The first 100 Hz were also neglected as they are polluted by measurement noise.
The reason for this high noise effect at low frequencies is investigated in the Appendix C.

3.3. Hysteresis loop measurements

Hysteresis loops were obtained in two ways: (1) with shaker tests (traditional rig configuration) and (2) with impact tests.
he shaker tests were performed before and after the FBS campaign to assess if the contact conditions changed during the FBS
ampaign. The impact tests were part of the FBS campaign itself, and therefore hysteresis loops from the impact tests were extracted
imultaneously with the data used for FBS. The applied normal load during these measurements was kept constant at a high value
f 300 N to ensure a stick condition of the interface. Contact stiffness values were extracted from the hysteresis loops by fitting a
ine via least square and using its slope as the contact stiffness value.

haker test:
During the shaker tests, the specimens’ relative displacement amplitude, 𝛥𝑥, was controlled. Three different levels were excited:

±0.1 μm, ± 0.15 μm, and ±0.2 μm, to investigate the influence of the 𝛥𝑥 on the results and allow a comparison with the impact
test campaign, whose displacement amplitudes were in the same order of magnitude. For each displacement amplitude level, five
different frequencies were excited to investigate the variation of the contact stiffness over the frequency range. The investigated
excitation frequencies were the following: 100 Hz, which is known to give high quality hysteresis loops on the studied rig [9]; the
200 Hz, which was chosen as it is close to the first eigenfrequency in stick condition (208 Hz) but stable enough to be controllable,
and then, moving away from resonance, 250 Hz, 300 Hz and 500 Hz to get a range of excitation frequencies.

Impact test:
During the impact test campaign for the FBS approaches, the friction force and relative displacement, required for the hysteresis

loops, were recorded by saving the decaying time signals of the three load cells, and the two 1D lasers. Here, only data with
excitation in horizontal direction (𝑧-direction) was used in order to obtain the tangential contact stiffness. Two types of impact
positions were investigated: an impact position on the backside of the moving mass, close to the location where the shaker would
excite the structure in the ‘‘standard rig configuration’’, and the three impact positions on the front-side of the moving arm (see
Fig. 4c). This is done to investigate if the impact location has a significant influence on the hysteresis loop results, which is also
important for further comparison with the FBS measurements. Please note that hysteresis loops resulting from impacts on the static
arm cannot be used for comparison with the shaker test and FBS since the force measured by the load cells is no longer solely the
transmitted friction force through the specimens.

4. Results of hysteresis loop measurements — time domain experiments

This section presents the contact stiffness determination obtained from the two types of hysteresis loop measurements, shaker
test and impact test, described in Section 3.3.

4.1. Hysteresis loop measurements from shaker tests

Fig. 5 shows the mean stiffness values and their standard deviations that were extracted from the hysteresis loops recorded during
the shaker tests. Three different relative amplitudes 𝛥𝑥 of the specimens for five different excitation frequencies are plotted. Only
the smallest 𝛥𝑥 could be measured at 500 Hz excitation frequency due to shaker limitations. The measurements were conducted
before and after the impact test campaign to assess if the contact conditions changed due to the impact test campaign. The main
observations are:

• The larger the 𝛥𝑥 the lower the 𝑘𝑇 . This trend was observed in previous studies [42–44] and is thought to be due to reduced
junction growth and aging at the interface at large relative displacement [19] .

• The extracted contact stiffness values, before and after hammer testing, are very repeatable for higher frequency tests, meaning
that the impact test campaign did not change significantly the contact properties of the interface. However, at 100 Hz, a larger
scatter is observable. The reasons for this are not fully understood yet. They might be due to some interactions between the
interface properties and the system dynamics that are only activated at 100 Hz.

• The obtained stiffness drops slightly from 100 Hz to 200 Hz, but then increases significantly at 250 Hz. After 250 Hz, the
contact stiffness value increases only slightly with the excitation frequency.

To better investigate the drop in the contact stiffness at 200 Hz, the time signals of the hysteresis loops were studied in more
detail. It was found that the drop in stiffness is caused by excitation of a rig resonance that introduces a phase shift between the two
specimens. Fig. 6 shows three exemplary loops and their corresponding time signals, which are plotted in the sub-figures below the
loops. The time signals show the displacements of the specimens, 𝑥𝐴 and 𝑥𝐵 , the resulting relative displacement 𝛥𝑥, the harmonic
excitation force from the shaker applied to substructure A, 𝐹𝑒𝑥, and the transmitted friction force through the specimens’ contact
9

interface, 𝑇 , that is measured by the three load cells of substructure B. The hysteresis loops were measured at 100 Hz, 200 Hz,
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Fig. 5. Contact stiffness values extracted from hysteresis loop measurements with shaker excitation and their standard deviation as error bars. Experiments were
erformed before and after the impact test campaign for different excitation frequencies and 𝛥𝑥 at a constant normal load of 300 N.

and 250 Hz respectively for a 𝛥𝑥 of ±0.15 μm. Note that the first eigenfrequency of the system is at 208 Hz and therefore the
100 Hz loop was measured before resonance, the 200 Hz loop close to resonance, and the 250 Hz loop after resonance. No loops
were measured at the rig’s first eigenfrequency at 208 Hz, because it was challenging to control the relative displacement 𝛥𝑥 at
resonance. Fig. 6 shows that the displacement of specimen B, 𝑥𝐵 , is always in phase with 𝑇 . This indicates that specimen B and
the static arm are effectively a rigid body, as expected, and hence the clamping of specimen B to the static arm does not introduce
any lag in the response. Fig. 6d shows that before resonance, at 100 Hz, displacements (𝑥𝐴 and 𝑥𝐵) and forces (𝐹𝑒𝑥 and 𝑇 ) are
n phase. After the resonance frequency, at 250 Hz, (Fig. 6f) the excitation force 𝐹𝑒𝑥 and the response signals have a phase shift
f 180 degree, indicating the expected transition beyond a rig resonance. Notably, the hysteresis loops that were measured before
nd after resonance are in fully stick condition (linear line in Figs. 6a and 6c), but the loop that was measured close to resonance,
00 Hz, (Fig. 6b) is elliptically shaped. The corresponding time signals of the 200 Hz excitation in Fig. 6e show that 𝑥𝐴 and 𝑥𝐵 are
o longer in phase, leading to a phase shift in the resulting 𝛥𝑥. Consequently, 𝛥𝑥 and 𝑇 have a phase difference, which results in an
lliptical hysteresis loop. This elliptical orbit explains why the contact stiffness of the 200 Hz case drops in Fig. 5. Here, the linear
it no longer provides a 𝑘𝑇 estimation, but rather a 𝑘𝑒𝑞 that has a lower value (see Fig. 6b) as it has a smaller slope. Note, that the
lliptical shape is not an indicator for a sliding interface because (i) a sliding interface shows the shape of non-symmetric rectangle
nstead of a symmetric ellipse, and (ii) during the measurements the 𝛥𝑥 was controlled at a very low value where gross slip is very
nlikely. Additionally, it is to be noted that 𝑥𝐴 is lagging behind 𝑥𝐵 , which is somewhat unexpected since specimen B is excited by
pecimen A. These aspects needed further investigation and possible answers are given in the following section.

.2. Hysteresis loop measurements from impact tests

This section investigates the hysteresis loops recorded during the FBS impact campaign and compares them to the results from
he shaker test in Section 4.1. Before showing the results, the main difference between the shaker test and the impact test, as
hey were conducted in this study, needs to be highlighted: the shaker excited one certain frequency at a time with a constant
isplacement amplitude, while the hammer impact (impulse signal) excited a frequency range with corresponding decaying time
ignals. Therefore, in the case of impact tests, all excited frequencies are present in the first cycle of the decaying time signals, while
he higher frequencies damp out fast and only the lower ones remain. The therefrom estimated stiffness values cannot directly be
inked to a distinct excitation frequency.

Fig. 7a shows an example of the time response signals obtained from an impact conducted on the front side of the moving arm.
rom the time signals in Fig. 7a, it was determined that the main frequency content of 𝑇 and 𝑥𝐵 was 208 Hz, which is the first
igenfrequency of the rig with a fully stuck interface as described in Section 3.1. This is important as it proves that the specimen
nterfaces were not in gross slip. In the first cycle, from roughly 0 s to 0.005 s, displacement and force signals are in phase and the
orresponding loops are in stick condition, see Fig. 7b. Higher frequency contents are clearly visible in the shape of the loop, which
oes not show a single straight line but a wobbling signal in line shape. The estimated 𝑘𝑇 values of the stick loops have a mean
alue of 180 N∕μm with a standard deviation of 6 N∕μm for a 𝛥𝑥 of approx. 0.15 μm and are in agreement with the 𝑘 extracted at
10
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Fig. 6. Time signals and the resulting hysteresis loops for a 𝛥𝑥 of ±0.15 μm for three different excitation frequencies (measured after the impact test campaign):
(a), (d) before resonance; (b), (e) close to resonance; (c) and (f) after resonance. The hysteresis loops before and after resonance show a stick stage from which
a 𝑘𝑒𝑞 = 𝑘𝑇 can be extracted, while the hysteresis loop close to resonance is elliptically shaped and only a 𝑘𝑒𝑞 ≠ 𝑘𝑇 can be determined. The legend for the time
signals is only shown in (d) for clarity but also valid for (e) and (f).

Fig. 7. Time signals and hysteresis loops from the impact test campaign: (a) Time signals - impact excitation on moving arm (b) hysteresis loop of first cycle
(c) hysteresis loop of 3rd cycle (d) hysteresis loops of 4th cycle.

250 Hz and above during the shaker tests in Fig. 5. When the excitation impulse is applied on the moving mass (where the shaker
excites the structure in shaker tests) and not on the moving arm, the results are similar and thus, not shown here.

Fig. 7a shows that, after the first cycle, 𝑇 and 𝛥𝑥 start to go out of phase, with consequences on the extracted stiffness value. In
act, as soon as there is a phase difference between 𝑇 and 𝛥𝑥, the corresponding loops become elliptical, and, thus, a 𝑘 results from
11
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Fig. 8. FRF investigation: A local resonance in the signal 𝑥𝐴 of specimen A is visible (red-circled) and causes an out-of-phase motion of the two specimens.

a linear fitting and not a 𝑘𝑇 representative of the contact interface. Examples are shown in Figs. 7c and 7d. This effect has already
been observed in the hysteresis loop of the shaker test with 200 Hz excitation frequency (see Fig. 6b). The 𝑘𝑒𝑞 values are dependent
on the phase difference of 𝑇 and 𝛥𝑥. The higher the phase difference, the lower the obtained 𝑘𝑒𝑞 . From Fig. 7a it is shown that the
phase difference changes with progressing time. It was verified that this behavior does not occur due to the time integration of the
velocity data.

In 4.1 it is stated that the elliptical loops appear at excitation close to the rig’s first eigenfrequency. However, Fig. 8 shows that
the reason for the phase difference between the specimens, and hence the elliptical hysteresis loops, is due to the activation of
a local resonance of specimen A. The Figure plots the FRFs obtained from the decaying time response signals 𝑥𝐴, 𝑥𝐵 and 𝑇 , and
from signals of the moving arm and the static arm measured by the 3D LDV (for the substructuring analyses) within the assembly
configuration. The response signals on the arms were obtained from the locations marked with a * in Fig. 4c. A hammer impact
conducted on the back-side of the moving mass was used as reference. Notably, a small peak and phase jump are present in the
signal of specimen A at 192 Hz, while they are not present in the other signals. Since the small peak (red circled in Fig. 8) only
appears in the signal measured directly on specimen A, this resonance is most likely due to the clamping mechanism of the specimen.
Further investigations showed that this peak in the signal of specimen A appears only in the assembly configuration and not when
the substructure A is measured alone. This indicates that this local resonance of specimen A is activated through the applied normal
load and interaction with substructure B. The phase plot in Fig. 8 shows that, due to this local resonance, the signal of specimen A
goes out of phase with the other signals before retrieving a common phase again at around 218 Hz.

A mathematical reconstruction of the time signals is shown in Fig. 9. The reconstruction was performed by extracting the
magnitudes from the FFT of 𝑥𝐴 at 192 Hz and 208 Hz and from the FFT of 𝑥𝐵 at 208 Hz and generating sinusoids. This plot
supports the fact that, due to the resonance at 192 Hz, specimen A goes out-of-phase with specimen B and the rest of the structure
and starts lagging behind. Consequently, this local resonance causes the out-of-phase movement of the two specimens resulting in
the observed elliptical hysteresis loops, obtained from either impact and shaker tests.

4.3. Summary hysteresis loop measurements

In this section, hysteresis loops obtained from shaker tests and from impact tests are compared. The shaker tests were performed
at five distinct harmonic excitations (100 Hz, 200 Hz, 250 Hz, 300 Hz, 500 Hz) while, during the impact tests, a frequency range
of up to 2000 Hz was excited through the impulse excitation. During the tests, care was taken to maintain fully stuck conditions
and avoid gross slip of the specimens by keeping a very large normal load and very low tangential excitations.

It was observed that contact stiffness values extracted from fully stuck hysteresis loops strongly depend on the excitation
12

frequency. When the excitation frequency was close to the first eigenfrequency of the friction rig, which is at 208 Hz, the shape
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Fig. 9. Reconstruction of the measured time signals presented in Fig. 7a.

Table 2
FBS contact stiffness estimations: mean values and standard deviations.
Frequency range 300 Hz – 600 Hz 100 Hz – 800 Hz

2 IDMs k(J)z,mean = 52 N∕μm, 𝜎 = 10 N∕μm k(J)z,mean = 32 N∕μm, 𝜎 = 40 N∕μm
4 IDMs k(J)z,mean = 26 N∕μm, 𝜎 = 10 N∕μm k(J)z,mean = 22 N∕μm, 𝜎 = 23 N∕μm
6 IDMs k(J)z,mean = 27 N∕μm, 𝜎 = 4 N∕μm k(J)z,mean = 27 N∕μm, 𝜎 = 56 N∕μm

of the hysteresis loops became elliptically shaped and, thus, the estimated stiffness value 𝑘𝑒𝑞 was lower than the 𝑘𝑇 . Investigations
showed that the elliptically loops resulted from a phase lag between the displacement signals of the two specimens, which results
in a phase difference of 𝛥𝑥 and 𝑇 . A local resonance of the clamp of specimen A caused this phase lag, which was identified with a
FRF investigation of the decaying time signals obtained from impact tests. The local resonance of the clamp at 192 Hz was activated
only in the assembly configuration and spread its influence over a wider frequency range, as seen from the phase plot in Fig. 8.

These results show that local joint resonances can strongly influence the extracted contact stiffness value, even over a wide
frequency range, and that fully stuck hysteresis loops can indicate such hidden resonances by becoming elliptically shaped. These
loops are not true hysteresis of the contact, which indicate gross slip, but an artifact coming from the phase lag of the specimens. In
this case, the interface is still in stick condition but the measured 𝛥𝑥 is not representative for the actual 𝛥𝑥 exhibited at the contact
interface. This is because 𝑥𝐴 and 𝑥𝐵 are not measured at the contact interface directly but few tens of millimeters far from it, as
shown in Fig. 2c. As a result, part of the measured displacement is due to some tilting of the specimen A probably induced by its
resonance clamping vibration. Therefore, the estimated stiffness is not the true contact stiffness of the interface, but is an equivalent
stiffness resulting from the elliptical hysteresis loop due the dynamics close to the contact.

This aspect must be considered when hysteresis loop measurements are needed to provide input contact parameters for contact
models. High-frequency vibrations might in fact activate unexpected local joint resonances that lead to misleading displacement
measurements with consequent misleading contact stiffness estimations. This described shortcoming was unexpected since it is
commonly assumed that contact parameters extracted from low amplitude hysteresis loop measurements are not influenced by
structural resonances, but only by features such as displacement amplitude, material pair, normal load, temperature etc.

5. Results of substructuring measurements — frequency domain experiments

This section describes the results of the FBS measurement campaign, which was performed on the friction rig to obtain the
tangential contact stiffness to be compared with hysteresis loop measurements. Four different approaches were investigated but
only the approach that provided the cleanest results, i.e. the decoupling interface and internal DoFs, is presented here. The results of
the other approaches are shown in the Appendix A. In this approach, internal DoFs are used for decoupling in addition to interface
DoFs. The used internal DoFs are the blue-colored impact and response locations in Fig. 4c-e.

The resulting 𝑘(𝐽 )𝑧 , one for each Interface Deformation Mode (IDM) case, are plotted in Fig. 10. The graphs show a linear, almost
constant, trend with frequency thus suggesting that the contact stiffness extracted from FBS is independent of the frequency. A signal
quality variation is present over the investigated frequency range, which is attributed to measurement uncertainties and uncertainty
propagation in the joint-identification method used. This quality variation leads to the question of which frequency (range) should
be used for the contact stiffness extraction. This is relevant considering that hysteresis loops (from shaker tests in standard rig
configuration) are measured at distinct excitation frequencies and therefore provide stiffness values at these distinct frequencies.
Instead, the investigated FBS approaches hardly allow to do so and, therefore, it was decided to extract stiffness values over two
different frequency ranges: 300 Hz – 600 Hz and 100 Hz – 800 Hz. The first range was chosen because it is narrow enough to
provide more accurate and less noise polluted estimations. The second frequency range consists of the whole considered frequency
range. It was decided to take the mean value of each investigated case as the FBS contact stiffness estimation, 𝑘(𝐽 )𝑧,𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛. The mean
𝑘(𝐽 )𝑧,𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛 over these spectrums and their standard deviations are listed in Table 2, which shows that the influence of the different IDMs
on the 𝑘(𝐽 )𝑧,𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛 is almost negligible.

Since other approaches (see the Appendix A) showed a greater dependency of the results on the IDMs and the decoupling interface
and internal DoFs is the only investigated method that used internal DoFs, it is concluded that the information from the here
13
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Fig. 10. Decoupling with interface and internal DoFs.

Table 3
Hysteresis loop contact stiffness estimations: mean values and standard deviations.
Shaker test Impact test

𝑘𝑇 from 250 Hz, 300 Hz 𝑘𝑇 from first cycle, all excited frequencies
Δx = 0.15 μm: Δx = 0.15 μm:
187 N∕μm, 𝜎 = 5 N∕μm 180 N∕μm, 𝜎 = 6 N∕μm

𝑘𝑒𝑞 at 200 Hz, 𝑘𝑒𝑞 from subsequent cycles, cannot be linked to a certain frequency
Δx = 0.15 μm: Depending on phase difference, e.g. 4th cycle:
86 N∕μm, 𝜎 = 6 N∕μm 31 N∕μm, 𝜎 = 5 N∕μm

considered internal DoFs can account for the missing information on the interface when the interface is poorly described through
the IDMs, e.g. when using only 2 IDMs. Furthermore, FRFs from internal DoFs are less noisy and thus give important additional
information about the structure without adding a lot of additional noise. Thus, this approach provides the cleanest curves if compared
to those from the other approaches. The influence of the selected spectrum is reflected mainly in the standard deviation. Here, the
𝜎 for the 100 Hz – 800 Hz spectrum shows larger values, which is expected as 𝜎 is also a measure of the inherent noise.

. Comparison and discussion of results: Hysteresis loop measurements and FBS

This section shows a final comparison between the extracted contact stiffness values, 𝑘𝑇 and 𝑘𝑒𝑞 , from local contact hysteresis
loop measurements presented in Section 4 and the extracted 𝑘(𝐽 )𝑧,𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛 values from the global dynamics investigation of the friction
rig via the FBS approach of Section 5. It is investigated if FBS can be used to extract the tangential contact stiffness and how the
vibration behavior of structures is related to their contact properties. Table 2 shows a summary of the FBS results and Table 3 a
summary of the hysteresis results.

With regards to the hysteresis measurements, the contact stiffness 𝑘𝑇 was estimated from stick hysteresis loops and represented
the rigid joint stiffness. It is the highest determined stiffness. The equivalent stiffness 𝑘𝑒𝑞 was instead lower and was obtained from
elliptical shaped hysteresis loops that originated from the influence of a local joint resonance. The comparison of Tables 2 and
3 shows that the 𝑘(𝐽 )𝑧,𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛 values extracted from FBS approaches are far lower than the 𝑘𝑇 and closer to the 𝑘𝑒𝑞 values found with
hysteresis loop measurements. A possible explanation is that the VPT of the FBS approach, as it was applied in this study, assumed
that the structure between the measurement locations and the VPs was rigid. However, the 192 Hz resonance of the clamp contradicts
this assumption, which is not valid along the whole investigated frequency range. Furthermore, the applied decoupling approach
can only eliminate the behavior of the substructures, but not behaviors that appear due to the joint. Decoupling is basically AJB -
A - B = J, with A and B as substructures, J as joint and AJB as assembly. Although the joint is massless, J stores all the difference
between the assembly and the substructures and thus all the dynamics of the joint. This means that, besides eliminating the influence
of the substructures in the assembly, the resulting joint has not only contact properties but also its own dynamic properties, e.g the
local resonance at 192 Hz due to the clamping that softens the contact stiffness, as described in Section 4.2. It is thus assumed that
the 𝑘𝑒𝑞 and 𝑘(𝐽 )𝑧 describe the same kind of equivalent contact stiffness, since they both originate from the same phenomenon (clamp
resonance). However, this stiffness is not representative of the tangential contact stiffness that instead is a property solely of the
contacting interfaces and is characterized by a linear relationship of the friction force with the tangential relative displacement.

Since the local resonance of specimen A is only activated in the assembly configuration due to the applied normal load and
interaction with substructure B, an elimination of this dynamic behavior within FBS might have been possible by using a so-called
transmission simulator [45,46]. A transmission simulator is generally used to rebuild the interface of the assembly within the
substructure configuration thus making it possible to decouple additional dynamic effects. In order to rebuild the interface here, a
stiff plate, welded to specimen A, on which a normal load can be applied, might be a solution. This will be investigated in future
studies to further validate the presented measurements.
14
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All the previous findings are summarized below to provide insights into the physics of the contact stiffness and into the reliability

f the two measurement techniques to extract the 𝑘𝑇 .

Physics of the contact stiffness:

• Two kinds of stiffness were determined in this study: (i) the contact stiffness of the stuck interface, 𝑘𝑇 , that is the stiffness of
the rigid joint and is due to the loading and contact properties and can be transferred to other structures with the same contact
conditions. This stiffness is extracted from fully stuck hysteresis loops, i.e. straight lines; (ii) the softer equivalent stiffness, 𝑘𝑒𝑞 ,
that includes information on the dynamics of the interface and is a structure-specific property that needs to be determined on
the structure of interest itself. This equivalent stiffness is extracted from elliptical hysteresis loops, which are elliptical because
of altered motion of the contacting components. This stiffness is also extracted from FBS measurements when the contacting
components are not rigid but show a degree of flexibility.

• Given this distinction, which of those stiffnesses should be used in contact models for the nonlinear dynamic analysis of jointed
structures? Either can be used depending on the accuracy of the used finite element (FE) models of the jointed assembly. When
FE models are modeled in great detail, the tangential contact stiffness, 𝑘𝑇 , should be used as input since the dynamic behavior
will already be captured by the detailed FE model. Instead, when simplified models are used, e.g. lumped models with only
few degrees of freedom, the 𝑘𝑒𝑞 should be used as input in the contact models. In fact, the 𝑘𝑒𝑞 would account for the missing
dynamics of the simplified few DoF model.

Reliability of hysteresis and FBS measurements for 𝑘𝑇 estimations:

• Hysteresis loops from shaker tests can identify accurate tangential contact stiffness values 𝑘𝑇 from stick hysteresis loops at
specific frequencies. Elliptical shaped hysteresis loops indicate the excitation of a local joint resonance and thus can help to
identify hidden resonances. From these loops an equivalent stiffness 𝑘𝑒𝑞 value is obtained, which is however not the true
contact stiffness of the stuck interface.

• Hysteresis loops from impact tests can identify 𝑘𝑇 values from the first cycle of the decaying time signals. Furthermore, the
data obtained from the impact test has the advantage that an additionally investigation in the frequency domain is possible,
which can help to identify important additional properties of the structure. In this study, the local resonance of the clamp
could thereby be identified. Unfortunately, the obtained stiffness values cannot be linked to certain frequencies directly.

• FBS struggles with the determination of stiffness values at specific frequencies due to its noise content and provides average
stiffness values over wider frequency ranges. In this study, the determined stiffness values included also dynamic joint
information and are thus not representative for the actual stick contact stiffness. However, the authors assume that FBS, can
be able to identify 𝑘𝑇 for structures with a stiffer joint and less own dynamics or by using a transmission simulator.

• Although, FBS measurement campaigns are very time-consuming and need more effort if more DoFs are to be considered, the
same set of measurement data can be used for multiple approaches allowing a broad investigation and comparison of results.
If a VPT is used, a comparison of different sets of IDMs is suggested since their influence on the results can be significant,
especially when they describe the interface insufficiently.

• The results show that both hysteresis loop and FBS contact stiffness estimations can be affected by joint resonances. While
hysteresis loop clearly show this effect in the shape of the loop, FBS results do not allow this distinction. For hysteresis loop
measurements, it is thus suggested to investigate multiple excitation frequencies and to use only fully stuck loops for 𝑘𝑇
estimation and not eventual elliptical loops distorted by local joint resonances. For FBS measurements, it is suggested to
validate the results with another method if a VPT is used for complex joints. In fact, local resonances might exist between
the measurement positions and the locations of the VPs, thus invalidating the VPT transformation and leading to possible
misleading contact stiffness estimations much lower than the 𝑘𝑇 of the real contact interface. It is to be noted that the choice
of using only rigid body modes as IDMs for the VPT, and thus the rigidity assumption, was based on the CMIF described in
the Appendix B. From the CMIF, the local resonance could not be identified.

7. Conclusion

Frequency based substructuring (FBS) is used to determine the tangential contact stiffness 𝑘𝑇 of the stuck interface in a friction
rig excited under low amplitude vibration. 𝑘𝑇 values are compared to those determined from local hysteresis loops measured
simultaneously on the rig itself. This novel and simultaneous comparison is performed to improve the physical understanding of the
contact stiffness and to assess the reliability of both FBS and hysteresis measurements in the extraction of 𝑘𝑇 .

The comparison showed that local (hidden) joint resonances can lead to inaccurate estimations of the contact stiffness with
either measurement technique. In the case of hysteresis loops, local joint resonances led to inaccurate measurements of the relative
displacement of the contact interfaces. As a result, elliptical hysteresis loops were observed at low vibration amplitudes, instead
of the expected linear fully stuck loops. Those hysteresis loops were not representative of the real contact behavior and therefore
they led to misleading contact stiffness estimations. In the case of FBS measurements, local joint resonances invalidated the rigid
body assumption of the virtual point transformation (VPT). As a result, the 𝑘𝑇 extracted with FBS was not representative of the real
contact stiffness of the contact. This invalid VPT assumption should be considered when using FBS to obtain information on the
contact of jointed structures.
15
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To overcome the measurement problems induced by local (hidden) joint resonances, it is strongly recommended to verify if such
ocal joint resonances exist in the investigated frequency range. They can be recognized by checking if phase shifts exist in the
easured displacements of the two contacting components. This check was done in this study by observing unexpected elliptical

oops obtained during the low amplitude hysteresis measurements and also by observing sudden phase shifts in the frequency
esponse functions obtained during the FBS measurements.

These findings shine a new light on the reliability of those two measurement techniques to extract accurate 𝑘𝑇 values. In addition,
an improved understanding of the contact stiffness is also provided since, when local joint resonances are present, the estimated
contact stiffnesses are much lower than the real contact stiffness of the contact interface. This aspect has to be taken into account
when using such contact stiffness estimations as input in contact models used for the nonlinear dynamic analysis of jointed structures.
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Appendix A. Comparison of different FBS approaches

For the FBS investigation further three methods were applied. In this section, their theory is shortly described and the results
shown and compared.

A.1. Inverse substructuring

The easiest FBS method to implement and the least time-consuming one in terms of measurements, is Inverse Substructuring. The
advantage with Inverse Substructuring is that it requires only measurement on the assembly, while the other discussed FBS methods
within this paper require measurements on the assembly and the decoupled substructures. With the assumption that measurements
only on the interface DoFs c are performed this approach can be written as in Eq. (A.1).

(

𝒀 (𝐴𝐽𝐵)
𝑐,𝑐

)−1
= 𝒁(𝐴𝐽𝐵)

𝑐,𝑐 =
⎡

⎢

⎢

⎣

𝒁(𝐴)
𝑐,𝑐 +𝒁(𝐽 )

𝑐(𝐴) ,𝑐(𝐴)
−𝒁(𝐽 )

𝑐(𝐴) ,𝑐(𝐵)

−𝒁(𝐽 )
𝑐(𝐵) ,𝑐(𝐴)

𝒁(𝐵)
𝑐,𝑐 +𝒁(𝐽 )

𝑐(𝐵) ,𝑐(𝐵)

⎤

⎥

⎥

⎦

(A.1)

This method was proposed in earlier publications such as [47–49] and later formulated in a much more compact and intuitive
manner, the so-called in-situ identification [50–52]. Inverse Substructuring assumes that all joint information can be obtained by
looking only at the connecting DoFs of the substructures, which are the elements on the off-diagonal matrices in 𝒁(𝐴𝐽𝐵)

𝑐,𝑐 . When
using Inverse Substructuring to identify the joint, one assumes that the complete model is extracted when 𝒁(𝐽 )

𝑐(𝐴) ,𝑐(𝐵)
is found. Such

an assumption then states that 𝒁(𝐽 )
𝑐(𝐴) ,𝑐(𝐴)

= 𝒁(𝐽 )
𝑐(𝐵) ,𝑐(𝐴)

= 𝒁(𝐽 )
𝑐(𝐵) ,𝑐(𝐵)

= 𝒁(𝐽 )
𝑐(𝐴) ,𝑐(𝐵)

, which is true when only simple node-to-node connection

exist from one side to the other of the interface and the joint mass is negligible. The advantages and limitations of this method were
shown and discussed in [30,31].

The estimated stiffness values for the Inverse Substructuring approach were obtained from Eq. (A.1). Here, the two off-diagonal
matrices 𝒁(𝐽 )

𝑐(𝐴) ,𝑐(𝐵)
and 𝒁(𝐽 )

𝑐(𝐵) ,𝑐(𝐴)
are investigated. Their elements link the two substructures and should be identical in ideal cases.

They are square matrices of the size of the number of VP DoFs. As described in Section 2, each coefficient in 𝒁(𝐽 ) belongs to a
coupling between a pair of DoFs with a stiffness value. Here, only the elements relative to the coupling between the DoFs in 𝑧-
direction on each side of the interface, 𝑘(𝐽 )𝑧 , are investigated. Fig. A.11 shows the 𝑘(𝐽 )𝑧 as a function of frequency that were extracted
from the two off-diagonal matrices. Comparison of the two 𝑘(𝐽 )𝑧 shows some discrepancies, which are more distinctive the less IDMs
are considered. This behavior indicates that 2 IDMs might not be enough to describe the interface over the investigated frequency
range, thus leading to wrong stiffness estimations. 4 and 6 IDMs seem to be able to better describe the interface. Although they show
lots of spikes, which can be due to an amplification of measurement noise, the graphs show a constant trend, which is commonly
expected from translational stiffness values. The increase in noise can be explained with the increase in IDMs. The more IDMs are
16

considered, especially rotational ones, the more likely the results are noise polluted.
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Fig. A.11. Stiffness estimation from Inverse Substructuring: (a) 2 IDMs (b) 4 IDMs (c) 6 IDMs.

.2. Primal decoupling

Primal Decoupling [26], describes the idea visualized in Fig. 1b. It simply subtracts the parts from its assembly. With the
ssumption that measurements are performed only at the interface DoFs c, this approach can be written as in Eq. (A.2).

⎡

⎢

⎢

⎣

𝒁(𝐴)
𝑐,𝑐 +𝒁(𝐽 )

𝑐(𝐴) ,𝑐(𝐴)
−𝒁(𝐽 )

𝑐(𝐴) ,𝑐(𝐵)

−𝒁(𝐽 )
𝑐(𝐵) ,𝑐(𝐴)

𝒁(𝐵)
𝑐,𝑐 +𝒁(𝐽 )

𝑐(𝐵) ,𝑐(𝐴)

⎤

⎥

⎥

⎦

−
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𝑐,𝑐

]

=
⎡
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⎢

⎣

𝒁(𝐽 )
𝑐(𝐴) ,𝑐(𝐴)

−𝒁(𝐽 )
𝑐(𝐴) ,𝑐(𝐵)

−𝒁(𝐽 )
𝑐(𝐵) ,𝑐(𝐴)

𝒁(𝐽 )
𝑐(𝐵) ,𝑐(𝐵)

⎤

⎥

⎥

⎦

(A.2)

o achieve this, the measured admittance matrices need to be inverted to obtain the corresponding receptance matrices before the
ecoupling is performed. Eq. (A.2) stores the contact stiffness information multiple times, i.e. in all four sub-matrices. However,
rimal Decoupling investigates only the two diagonal matrices 𝒁(𝐽 )

𝑐(𝐴) ,𝑐(𝐴)
, and 𝒁(𝐽 )

𝑐(𝐵) ,𝑐(𝐵)
, from which the substructures influence is

liminated. In contrast to (3) and (A.3), Eq. (A.2) does not require any assumptions on the mass in the joint.
The estimated stiffness values for the Primal decoupling approach were obtained from Eq. (A.2). The off-diagonal matrices 𝒁(𝐽 )

𝑐(𝐴) ,𝑐(𝐵)

nd 𝒁(𝐽 )
𝑐(𝐵) ,𝑐(𝐴)

are the same as for the Inverse Substructuring, thus the focus lies on the diagonal matrices 𝒁(𝐽 )
𝑐(𝐴) ,𝑐(𝐴)

and 𝒁(𝐽 )
𝑐(𝐵) ,𝑐(𝐵)

. Fig. A.12
hows the results of the corresponding 𝑘(𝐽 )𝑧 over the frequency range for the different IDMs. The 𝑘(𝐽 )𝑧 extracted from 𝒁(𝐽 )

𝑐(𝐴) ,𝑐(𝐴)
is in

eneral less smooth then the 𝑘(𝐽 )𝑧 extracted from 𝒁(𝐽 )
𝑐(𝐵) ,𝑐(𝐵)

. An explanation is that, for the Primal Decoupling, also the substructures
17

eed to be fully described by the IDMs within the frequency range of interest to eliminate their influence on the assembly. The
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Fig. A.12. Stiffness estimation from Primal Decoupling (a) 2 IDMs, (b) 4 IDMs, (c) 6 IDMs.

results indicate that the IDMs cannot describe substructure A sufficiently at higher frequencies, thus, leading to wrong results. This
is most likely due to the appearance of flexible modes of substructure A at higher frequencies, which are not considered in this
study. In comparison, substructure B is the stiffer one and can be better described by the reduced data than substructure A and,
thus can be better eliminated. The graphs of the 𝑘(𝐽 )𝑧 extracted from 𝒁(𝐽 )

𝑐(𝐵) ,𝑐(𝐵)
show a constant trend. The noise issue for more IDMs

entioned in Appendix A.1 is visible here as well.

.3. Decoupling interface DoFs

This section investigates the results of Eq. (A.3) where only interface DoFs are used for a decoupling.

𝒀 (𝐽 ) = −𝑩𝒀 𝑩𝑇 − 𝑩𝒀 𝑩𝑇
(

−𝑩𝜟𝒀 𝑩𝑇
)−1

𝑩𝒀 𝑩𝑇 with 𝜟𝒀 = 𝒀 (𝐴𝐽𝐵) − 𝒀 (A.3)

q. (A.3) was proposed by [36] and its terms can be rewritten as in Eq. (A.4). This is done to make the properties of Eq. (A.3) more
isible. The interface DoFs are denoted with the subscript 𝑐. The subscript 𝑐(𝑆) describes interface DoFs in the assembly on structure
.

𝑩𝒀 𝑩𝑇 = 𝒀 (𝐴) + 𝒀 (𝐵) and
(

−𝑩𝛥𝒀 𝑩𝑇
)−1

=
(

𝒀 (𝐴) + 𝒀 (𝐵) − 𝒀 (𝐴𝐽𝐵) + 𝒀 (𝐴𝐽𝐵) + 𝒀 (𝐴𝐽𝐵) − 𝒀 (𝐴𝐽𝐵)
)−1

(A.4)
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Fig. A.14. Comparison of the 𝑘(𝐽 )𝑧 distribution for two different frequency ranges with standard deviation as error bars. The colored background bounds minimum
nd maximum value of each investigated case.

q. (A.4) shows that, due to the summation through the Boolean matrix 𝑩, only the interface DoFs remain and contribute to 𝒀 (𝐽 ).
Furthermore, it can be seen that the joint information is compressed. While 𝒀 (𝐴𝐽𝐵) stores the interface DoFs, and thus the joint
properties multiple times, 𝒀 (𝐽 ) from Eq. (A.3) contains them only once, since all the remaining elements from 𝒀 (𝐴𝐽𝐵) that contain
joint information are summed up. In order to obtain the frequency dependent contact stiffness matrix 𝑲 (𝐽 ) from 𝒀 (𝐽 ), the latter
matrix needs to be inverted and its real part determined. Eq. (A.3) is referred to as decoupling interface DoFs to highlight that the
joint properties are obtained only from interface admittances in the assembled and decoupled state.

The previous two approaches give two 𝑘(𝐽 )𝑧 from two submatrices. With this decoupling approach, only one 𝑘(𝐽 )𝑧 per IDM case
can be identified. The stiffness values are plotted in Fig. A.13 for the three cases of IDM numbers, showing that, for frequencies
up to 250 Hz, all cases have a clear constant trend. Afterwards, they become less smooth. Here, the 2 IDM case shows very high
variations whereas the other two cases somehow keep oscillating around a mean value.

A.4. Comparison of the substructuring approaches

As done in Section 5, two different frequency ranges are used for determining 𝑘(𝐽 )𝑧,𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛. However, the former used frequency range
300 Hz – 600 Hz is replaced by the range of 100 Hz – 300 Hz because it is more suitable to exclude noise. The 100 Hz – 800 Hz
range stays untouched. The mean 𝑘(𝐽 )𝑧,𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛 over these two spectrums are shown in Fig. A.14 together with their standard deviations,
plotted as error bars. The colored background bounds minimum and maximum value of each investigated case. For comparison,
the results of decoupling interface and internal DoFs are presented too. Fig. A.14 shows that the overall extracted stiffness values are
in a range of −55 N∕μm and 116 N∕μm. Note that negative stiffness values are unphysical here as they indicate an active system.
Their appearance is due to an insufficient description of the interface since they only appear for the 2 IDM case. Furthermore, the
19

stiffness values are more spread when only 2 IDMs are considered, regardless of the used approach, suggesting that only 2 IDMs
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Fig. B.15. Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) of 𝒀 (𝐴𝐽𝐵) − 𝒀 , which is the matrix that describes the joint. Each line (color) represents one singular value. The
orresponding modes can be estimated by looking at the eigenvectors in 𝑼 .

re not adequate to describe the investigated system. Fig. A.14 also shows that the frequency range chosen for contact parameter
stimation has an influence on the extracted stiffness values. For a poorly described interface (i.e. 2 IDMs), this influence can be
ignificant while for better described interfaces the influence is less distinctive. It is concluded that the choice of the IDMs needed
o describe the interface has the greatest influence on the extracted 𝑘(𝐽 )𝑧,𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛. Better descriptions of the interface’s movement (IDMs)

and of the (sub)structures lead to more reliable results.
In terms of approaches, it was found that Inverse Substructuring is relatively easy and fast to implement since it does not need the

FRFs of the individual substructures, thus halving the required measurement data compared to the other investigated decoupling
approaches. However, this approach is only recommended when the interface behavior and thus, the needed IDMs are known
(e.g. for the 4 IDM and 6 IDM case is this study). The cleanest and most reliable results are instead obtained when a decoupling
with both interface and internal DoFs is conducted, but it is the most time-consuming approach in terms of required measurement
data.

Appendix B. Determination of interface displacement modes (IDMs) with Singular Value Decomposition (SVD)

When using a VPT, it is beneficial to know how many modes are needed to describe the system sufficiently and which modes
they are. One possibility to investigate these questions is by looking at the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the joint via a Singular
Value Decomposition (SVD).

𝑨(𝜔) = 𝑼 (𝜔)𝑺(𝜔)𝑽 𝑇 (𝜔) (B.1)

The SVD splits any matrix into three matrices: 𝑼 , 𝑺, 𝑽 , where 𝑺 is a diagonal matrix storing the singular values and 𝑼 and 𝑽 are
orthogonal matrices. With 𝑨 storing FRFs, a SVD of 𝑨 at a specific frequency gives information on the response modes stored as
columns in 𝑼 and excitation modes stored as columns in 𝑽 . This investigation does not require measurements of the joint directly
because use of the following can be taken: The difference between the measured FRFs of the assembly 𝒀 (𝐴𝐽𝐵) and the measured
FRFs of the substructures (stored in block-diagonal form in 𝒀 ) gives information of the joint. Thus, a SVD of 𝒀 (𝐴𝐽𝐵)−𝒀 can indicate
the number of eigenvalues dominant in the joint, i.e. how many modes are needed to describe the joint. Fig. B.15 shows the singular
values of the joint, i.e. the elements in 𝑺 for a SVD decomposition of 𝒀 (𝐴𝐽𝐵) − 𝒀 . Two modes are dominant up to approx. 750 Hz
before more modes gain importance. This is a typical behavior as at higher frequencies also flexible modes appear. The corresponding
modes can be estimated by looking at the columns in 𝑼 and using the information of the corresponding sensor locations. The first
column in 𝑼 belongs to the dominant eigenvalue, the second column to the second eigenvalue and so on. It is to mention that a line
does not necessarily represent one and the same mode over the whole frequency range, meaning that the modes that are dominant
at lower frequencies do not need to be the same as the one at higher. A range of 0–800 Hz was investigated. It could be seen that
the modes corresponding to the dominant eigenvalue show either a vertical movement or a lateral movement. The modes belonging
to the second dominant eigenvalue show a lateral or horizontal movement (for convention of the directions see Fig. 2a).

Appendix C. Investigation of low frequency noise in dynamic stiffness

The dynamic stiffness matrix 𝒁, from which the stiffness 𝑘 can be extracted, is obtained from an admittance matrix 𝒀 by inversion
(see Eq. (2)). For simplification, a 1D problem is here considered. Assuming the FRF could be measured without any measurement
20

noise, the corresponding 𝑍 would look like the red curve in Fig. C.16b. At low frequencies, the stiffness is dominant, recognizable
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Fig. C.16. Investigation of low frequency noise in dynamic stiffness: (a) Integration of accelerance FRF with noise floor (b) Dynamic stiffness of a two times
integrated accelerance FRF without noise and with noise contribution.

on the constant ‘‘stiffness line’’, before the mass gains importance and leads to the drop before the curve increases. In reality,
measurement noise is present and included in the measured FRF. When the FRF is measured with an accelerometer, it needs to be
integrated twice, which means divided by 𝜔2, to obtain the dynamic stiffness 𝑍. This division dramatically amplifies the noise in
he lower frequency range (Fig. C.16a), creating an increase of the ‘‘displacement FRF’’ as omega goes to zero, whereas the FRF for
isplacement should be constant close to omega zero. That erroneous FRF behavior at low frequency will then generate a 𝑍 that is
ecreasing as omega approaches zero (blue curve in Fig. C.16b). A stiffness estimation from this slope is not possible. For velocity
RFs this behavior should be less pronounced since the 𝑌 is only divided by 𝜔 and not 𝜔2 to obtain the 𝑍. If the measurement noise
s too dominant, it can happen that no ‘‘stiffness line’’ can be extracted before the mass influence occurs.
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